; finds Manly Health "exuberantly nutty in certain passages," but otherwise unsurprising; argues, however, that a part of Jack Engle is "a major find"-"12 pages that appear to have been inserted almost by mistake" where it seems "as if Whitman, in toiling over his composition, had lost control of the literary discipline that hack-writing requires, and the incubus of authentic inspiration had gotten hold of him"; argues that "over the course of those dozen pages, . . . he had somehow sketched out whole portions of what would become, three years later, the first edition of Leaves of Grass" and needed now only to "get rid of Jack" and "come up with a concept of himself as someone like Jack, except with supernatural aspects, a mortal with qualities of an immortal [Argues that Whitman "believed in a sensual correspondence not only between objects and their names, but also between words and their component letters"; examines the origin of and Whitman's use of the word "Mannahatta," which can be "treated like a skyline" and examined as "a case of signifier-become-signified, characters-become-content, and a horizon-made-hieroglyphic"; analyzes Whitman's poem "Mannahatta" as a kind of typographical pictograph, with "lettristic associations" that "resonate acoustically as well as visually 
